Week 2
Frontrunn3rs – http://fr3.frontrunners.dk

Day 1
We had lecture from 08:30 to 12:00, and the topic was about website, moviemaking and
etc. After 12 am we worked with the stuff of which we taught in the earlier lesson. We
were supposed to work until 16:30 pm, but it was not possible because we were too keen
to get our website finished!
At evening 19:00-20:00 pm there were social activities for us and the Danish students. They
are going to stay here for 15 weeks just as we are. It was a bit hard to talk international
sign language with them at the first attempt, but it got better during the activities. These
games were really good ice-breakers for us all, and it became a fun and enjoying
evening!

Day 2
From 08:30-12:00 we had a lecture about fundraising. You can view a deeper presentation
of the theme in the interview. After 12:00 we worked with the website again to late at
night. It was quite exhausting!

Day 3
We learned about Danish culture by a Danish woman, Karen Talks, to 12:00. It was very
interesting to be informed about how their culture was like. We did for instance not know
how strict rules the Danish people had about their flags! After lunch we worked with the
website again, and shot film, photos and wrote text - eager as usual…We also discussed
about the graphic of our website. The work didn’t stop until late at the evening!

Day 4
The theme from 08:30-12:00 was about website, and we worked hard to get the tasks
finished. After 12:00 we had a lecture by Ole, and he taught us about how to argue in a
good way and to make strong effect. An example from this lesson is: if we show an weak
attitude and are uncertain in our language, the audience do not want to believe in us.
But if we show a strong posture and talk as if we know our place, and as if we are absolute
confident, then they will automatically trust in us. After the lecture we went back to the
website production again.

Day 5
Two Danish women came and taught us some Danish signs. It was easy signs only, such as
Thank you – tak, you are welcome – vebekomme, signs for colors and numbers. The Danish
number signs are quite different from the way we usually say numbers in. It was a bit
confusing, but yet interesting! After the lecture, around 13.00, we focused at the website
again. The work continued until 02:00 am at night, and then all went quite tired to our
beds…

Day 6
Do you think we slept and had a relaxing day? No, we got out of our dear beds and went
to website-creation. The cause to our enthusiasm was that we wanted to get the website
completely ended today! We worked hard until afternoon, and then we suddenly
discovered that the tasks were all done. We could almost not believe that we finally had
reached our aim after a hard week. When we realised this, great happiness occurred the
room! Now all went to their rooms and took a well deserved nap. At evening we were
gathered again for the website party. During the party we saw how the website looked
like at the internet. We were so proud to see the result of our work pursuit. Afterwards we
had games and a really good social time!

Day 7
We did surely not work this day! Instead we slept, catching up with the loss of sleep in the
preceding weeks. This day we were in a satisfied mood, knowing that we did our job
about the website. We had a relaxing day of which we went outside, talking and eating. If
you want to keep up with us, please watch our weekly reports!

